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Introduction
Deoxyribonucleic acid or DNA is a
fundamental component of an organism. These
molecules are double stranded with each strand
being composed of a backbone and interacting
nucleobases. Adenine (A), cytosine (C), guanine (G),
and Thymine (T) are the four main bases that form
specific sequences. These sequences then dictate
vital cellular functions and hold vital information to the
organism that houses the DNA. The tasks and
information that DNA holds makes it vital not only to
the functions of an organism but also to
understanding that organism [2]. Sequencing the
individual bases in DNA allows better understanding
of an organism’s function. Therefore, methods such
as Sanger and illumine sequencing have been
developed.
In the 1970s the Sanger sequencing method
was developed as an early technique to study DNA
[1]. This method begins with spliced fragments of
DNA [8]. Each of these fragments is labeled with
dideoxynucleotides [8]. Gel electrophoresis then
separates shorter and longer fragments [8]. Once
separation is complete a laser excites the
dideoxynucleotides to create a chromatogram that is
in order due to the Gel electrophoresis [8]. In its time
this method was commonly employed because it
could read around 500 base pairs at the cost of
$3000 [2]. It, however, struggled to read longer
sequences such as human chromosome 1 which has
2.47x108 base pairs.
To make longer reads the more modern
Illumina sequencing method was developed. Illumina
uses purified DNA that has also been fragmented
and modified to allow for proper sequencing [3].
Fragments of DNA are then anchored to a chip where
modified nucleotides with fluorescent tags are
attached [3]. Modified nucleotides attach one at a
time and after a round of synthesis a fluorescent
camera takes a picture [3]. Using these pictures
bases within the fragments of DNA are indicated by
the wavelength of the fluorescent tags [3]. This
method allows a read length of approximately
100,000,000 base pairs and only required the cost of
solutions to run. This technique does carry a large
cost to acquire the instrument, which is difficult for
smaller laboratories to pay.
The Oxford Nanopore MinION sets its sights
on longer and more efficient base pair sequences
along with a lower cost. It utilizes a voltage buildup
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across a membrane with embedded nanopores to
determine the sequence of a segment of DNA [1].
Nanopore research begins with voltage patch clamps
that require the buildup of voltage to open a pore [1].
Nanopores are small imbedded openings that allow
movement into or out of a cell [1]. The MinION
instrument utilizes a modified Alpha Hemolysin pore
which meets the requirements for DNA movement
[1]. During sequencing current passage is measured
while bases move through the nanopore [1]. Each
base is distinguished by individual size and the length
of time it stays in the pore; both factors affect the
current that runs through the membrane [1]. This
technology has been a promise since the 90s but
was not fully released till 2014 [6]. This makes most
of the procedures and methods still novel and subject
to changes to further efficiency [6].
Despite the novelty of this technique the
method promises to advance research in multiple
fields. Recent studies into different influenza strains
have showed that it was already capable of rapid
identification of the Influenza virus [9]. This study also
outlined the simple amount and type of equipment
necessary for the MinION and conceivable use in the
field [9]. Similarly, a study conducted by Dr. Andy
Kilianski and others showed that despite a 30% error
rate the MinION was able to distinguish samples of E.
Coli [4]. The main cause of this high error was flow
chemistry which has since been updated [4]. This
new technique is also capable of enhancing
contiguity when used alongside other sequencing
procedures, and as the instrument evolves it
becomes a better lone sequencing method for DNA
and RNA [5]. Overall the MinION successfully runs
around 2,000,000 base pairs and the cost heavy
illumina is five hundred times more expensive. On top
of these benefits the MinION only weighs 100g and
can plug directly into a laptop or computer [7]. These
features allow this instrument to be used outside a
usual lab setting with ease.
My research is meant to further incorporate
the MinION into casual lab use here at HampdenSydney college. This began with finding an efficient
procedure to sequence DNA. Once a method that
could be used was acquired E. Coli was tested to
ensure the methods success. Hopefully this research
allows for better study and understanding of DNA.
Materials and Methods
The MinION is a new instrument with some
of the newest sequencing technology. Before setting
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up the sequencer I first looked into some of the
background on the MinION, Nanopore technology,
and how to work a flow cell. I did this using the
Oxford Nanopore website which holds the pertinent
information regarding the MinION and YouTube
which has videos of presentations regarding the
MinION and hoe to handle it. It is worth noting that
during this time I also set up an account with Oxford
Nanopore. This gave me access to the community
forums which are a big part in setting up procedures
and installing the necessary software.
After looking into some background of
nanopore technology a laptop was set up to handle
MinION sequencing. This setup began with changing
certain settings that would interfere with the long
times required to sequence. First sleep settings were
completely turned off to ensure that the laptop would
not shut down after a certain amount of time. The
laptop was also continuously plugged in and settings
that put the computer into rest mode while charging
were turned off. Internet also needed to be
continuously supplied to the laptop during
sequencing. All of this was done before downloading
the proper software.
Two specific desktop agents had to be
installed in order to allow the laptop to sequence with
the MinION. Both agents as well as a step by step
manual for sequencing Lambda DNA can be
acquired on nanoporetech.com under the community
tab in the getting started section. The first application
is the MinKNOW desktop agent. This application
directly controls the MinION and performs
sequencing runs and basecalls data. When imputing
the parameters for a sequencing run a folder needs
to be prepared and chosen for MinKNOW to send
data to. The EPI2ME desktop agent further aids to
analyze basecalled data from the MinION. After a
Lambda DNA control experiment the EPI2ME agent
works on the alignment of the basecalled data. This
software is easily downloaded and the same
information for the nanoporetch website is used in the
EPI2ME agent.
The MinION sequencer is the first piece of
hardware to be set up on the computer before a
sequencing run. This device was stored in a desk
drawer at room temperature. The box that Oxford
Nanopore shipped this sequencer in was used to
keep this instrument, its plug, and a test flow cell.
This device is easily plugged into the computer and,
with the test flow cell inserted, a hardware check can
be initiated. This check will ensure that the
electronics within the MnION are working correctly.
This device is then placed through a flow cell check
to identify pore count and sequencing once the
proper solutions are added to the flow cell. After use
this item was simply placed back in its box and into a
drawer.
http://sciencejournal.hsc.edu/
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Flow cells house the nanopore membrane
and circuitry required to convert the current into an
electrical signal necessary for experimental results.
These essential pieces of equipment were kept in a
freezer with the storage buffer S in order to preserve
the nanopore membrane. When in use flow cells
were taken from storage and placed in a sealed
container to allow them to come to room temperature
without excess condensation. Then after taken out of
its container the pore count was checked to confirm
at least 800 pores were active. All solutions were
carefully added into the priming port in order to
prevent air bubbles from entering the sensory array
and disturbing the nanopores, and likewise solutions
were added dropwise into the sample port to also
avoid air bubbles. After all solutions were added and
sequencing complete the flow cell was washed with
150 microliters of solution A for 10 minutes then
either 500 microliters of solution B was added to
begin another sequencing run or 500 microliters of
solution S was added to store the flow cell.
Solutions from the flow cell priming kit and
Rapid Sequencing kit were required to run a control
lambda DNA test and to sequence a purified strand
of E. Coli. Both kits were purchased form nanopore
tech.com and included Fragmentation mix, Rapid
Adapter, Sequencing Buffer, Loading Beads, Flush
Buffer, Flush Tether, and lambda DNA. All these
solutions were stored in a freezer until ready to be
used and were kept on ice during solution
preparation. To prepare a library for a sequencing run
7.5 microliters od Lambda DNA and 2.5 microliters of
fragmentation mix were added to a PCR tube and
incubated in a thermocycler at 30 degrees C for 1
minute and 80 degrees C for another. After this 1
microliter of rapid adapter was added and the library
was prepared. To create priming mix 30 microliters of
flush tether was added directly into a flush buffer
tube. A presequencing mix was also prepared by
transferring 34 microliters of sequencing buffer, 4.5
microliters of nuclease free water, 25.5 microliters of
loading beads, and 11 microliters of Lambda DNA
into an Eppendorf tube and mixing. All waste
solutions were properly disposed of and pipette tips
used during these processes were placed into a
waste receptacle. A sample of E. Coli was obtained
by growing a liquid bacterial culture in 15mL conical
vials with 5 mL of LB broth, incubated at 37 degrees
C and allowed to culture for 24 hours. DNA was then
extracted and purified using Qiagen ultra clean
microbial kit and the protocol within that kit.
Results
The first goal of this project was to obtain and
refine a procedure for sequencing with this
technology. The novelty of this instrument means that
the methodology is continuously changing. I planned
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to begin my research by both becoming more familiar
with the instrument and lay out an efficient procedure
for successive researchers.
I was easily able to begin this process
through the community tab on nanoporetech.com.
The necessary software needed to be downloaded
and the hardware checked before beginning
experimentation. Once these were accomplished, I
began looking into a control Lambda DNA
experiment. The procedure for this was included in
the same tab on nanoporetech.com as software
download. When I began to run this experiment I at
first noticed an absence of working pores required for
sequencing. I worked to solve this issue by washing
the flow cells with storage and sequencing buffers
and by trying to remove air bubbles. A lack of results
with these methods led me to attempt a lambda DNA
experiment with no available pores. I was able to
begin this experiment but files relating to this data
Figure 3: Read length Histogram of bases called during E. Coli
sequencing.

DNA. This had a low pore availability but did show
initial results in the form of flow cell activity shown in
figures 1,2, and 3.

Figure 1: Channels panel for active nanopores available in real
time during sequencing of E. Coli DNA.

and the displays on MinKNOW showing flow cell
activity were vacant. After some time, another flow
cell was acquired with pores. Another control

These pieces of information confirmed that during the
hours of sequencing data collection on DNA had
taken place.
Raw data on individual bases was then collected via
the designated file on the laptop
Multiple data files were created as a result of
sequencing including a sequence summary that gave
an overview of the results. The Fast5_pass
file held multiple sequences of bases that MinKNOW
had identified as shown in figure 4.

Figure 2: Duty time of pore channel status over the course of E.
Coli sequencing

experiment did yield results in the form of a data
summary and folders with relevant pore information.
Because this data was present and in order to further
test the procedure that I acquired I began a
sequencing experiment with a test sample of E. Coli
http://sciencejournal.hsc.edu/

Figure 4: data of E. coli sequencing in file
FAH60112_4f2be808706ff82ae4a7449185b16c445cc23029_0
under fast5-pass with sequenced bases highlighted in blue.

This file was analyzed using BLAST to determine the
sequenced DNA. Using this method, it was confirmed
with 94% accuracy and a 0.0 EE value that the
sequenced DNA was from a strand of E. Coli as
shown in figure 5. These results indicated that I had
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Introduction to Nanopore Sequencing (Part
1) - Sara Goodwin. YouTube, 16 May 2018,
youtu.be/Gy1cSlUjr1M.

Figure 5: BLAST of file
FAH60112_4f2be808706ff82ae4a7449185b16c445cc23029_0
shown above under the ECOLI file designated for E. Coli
sequencing data.

obtained an effective procedure to sequence with the
MinION
Conclusions
The MinION is a capable and impressive
instrument. The crux of my research was familiarizing
myself with its methods in order to incorporate it into
more casual use. My results show that initially
making this kind of technology cooperate can be a
struggle. I attribute this to the novelty of the
technology itself and the methods used to operate it.
Overtime, however, this is a promising endeavor.
Putting some work into producing a procedure will
make the MinION an effective sequencing option at
Hampden-Sydney College. I would advise moving
forward with similar research with the MinION to
make it more viable for casual lab use. I attribute
most of my struggle to the breaking down of storage
solution over time and flow cell issues.
Moving forward the next research that I
would recommend would be RNA sequencing using
the MinION. If this were able to be done here, then it
would give the MinION a broader range of
applications.
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